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Jaccheri_information1_complex1_technology1_reality1
It’s a matter of defining a precise coding scheme that transforms very complex information into a com-
bination of 0 and 1. When we go from the physical world to the mathematical world, we will always lose 
something. Because if I take a photo of you and represent it in an old mobile phone, with maybe 300 x 700 
pixels, I will lose a lot of information, I will lose your colours, I will lose everything. If I transform it into 
a picture that has many megabytes of digital information I will lose less, but I will always lose something 
when I transform it from the physical to the digital world.  

Jaccheri_system1_nothing1_energy1_technology2_wave1
0 in the digital system is usually represented as absence of electricity, absence of light.

Jaccheri_calculation1_learning1_technology3_being1 
The computer was first invented to make calculations, but from the very beginning, people were making 
software to help people understand things, to teach things. And it has always been an attempt to use soft-
ware to make programs to help other people to learn, to reflect. Fx computer games, videos and digital are 
all examples of computing artefacts that help people to learn.

Jaccheri_system2_connection1
First of all a system is a set of components and their interaction and a system should, usually, have a be-
haviour that is better than the sum of the behaviour of its parts.

Jaccheri_language1_technology4_learning2
The language of coding must be so precise that the machine can interpret it. While our spoken languages 
they are quite precise, they have the grammar as well, but they are more complex and they were not con-
ceived for the machine to understand, but for the humans to understand each other. But it has happened 
that the machines are now able to understand the spoken language.

Jaccheri_information2_communication1_language2
We have many more words when we speak and we can express things like feelings… We can make sentenc-
es that are more complex than when we make a programming language.

Jaccheri_technology5_evolution1_intelligence1_learning3
New technology evolves because the hardware becomes more powerful, so it does more operations each 
second. The storage becomes cheaper, so you can store more and more data - this is the reason why things 
get possible. And then the algorithms get more and more efficient and people have new ideas about how to 
use storage and algorithms. And personally, I am very fascinated by bitcoin and blockchains, that I must 
admit I don’t fully understand.

Jaccheri_technology6_economy1_energy2_power1
It’s so fascinating to see that human beings now have developed this ledger technology, so a way to imple-
ment payment transactions between people without going through banks - and this is all algorithms, all 
computers - and these technologies are using a lot of energy - one implementation of bitcoin is using as 
much energy as the whole Austria is using. So this is an example of an evolution of technology that maybe 
is not so positive. On the other hand with this technology we are able to trace where the apples were cul-
tivated, who worked with these apples and so on. That this can have a very positive effect, fx someone can 
assure that these apples have not been produced by slaves or companies that use bad chemicals. This is one 
of the trends, that we work within my institutions, which I only understand a small bit of.

Jaccheri_technology7_power2_information3
There has been a centralization of who is producing the software.. facebook, instagram.. everything is made 
in the US. This means that, not only do we give money to the US when we buy these, but we also give our 
data to them, when we produce our data.



Jachheri_technology8_intelligence2_reality2
I think Gödel’s theorem is still valid - it says that no one can prove that a program is correct.

Jaccheri_technology9_intelligence3_reality3_power3
When we want to see something, first we take a photo and we look at that, instead of trying to see ourselves. 
The last years the technologies, the cameras are everywhere around the town, around the world, are repre-
senting the world better.... When you take a picture there is so much intelligence in the software that has 
made that picture. Many engineers, many people have made that software. If I look at something it is only 
me looking. That is why technology is so powerful.

Jaccheri_technology10_being2
But I don’t understand the fear that the robot will take power over the humans. I don’t think this will hap-
pen.

Jaccheri_information4_group1_technology9_power3_connection2
Imagine all the data we have produced through facebook in 10 years. Millions of people that have cooper-
ated together… We have made something we could not have made without the machine. If it’s positive or 
negative I don’t know. But it’s for sure very powerful what we have made.

Jaccheri_stories1_information5_change1_reality4_technology11
We have produced a lot of data, we have produced a lot of stories.. But at the same time, we have changed 
the world itself

Jaccheri_question1_meaning1
This is a very big field… Many artists, psychologists, sociologists.. many many people are working on this 
question. It’s a very big question.

Jaccheri_technology12_change2_reality5_being3
The first computer was built in Pisa, and now 50 years later the world is totally different. I think it has af-
fected us so much. But we cannot say, because we don’t know how we would be without computers.

Jaccheri_evolution2_change3
We have this evolutionRule and it tells which possibility we have to change the game element. Fx duplicate 
is very simple. Fx if we have a beautiful woman in the game and for some reason, the game wants to adapt 
to have several, then the woman will be duplicated with some changes or moved to another place or update 
the physical information of the game element.

Jaccheri_intelligence4_technology12
If it is more AI based, instead of ‘if ’, there would be a lot of patterns that are described and then they will be 
chosen by the machine, because the pattern that is happening now, is similar to what was described before.

Jaccheri_space1_time1_change4_reality6
Space in a computer game is similar to space in a video. But time is different since time can branch accord-
ing to choices made by the player. This is typical of computing that you can choose where to go.

Jaccheri_reality7
This is the typical problem, that you try to find the best combination between the virtual and the physical, 
because we cannot just live in the virtual world and not walk and exercise.

Jaccheri_stories2_being4_nothing2
The narration is life, it’s about life. It’s like the pictures, it’s like the sound. It’s like in a book. It’s important 
because if the story is not good, the player will not come back.



Jaccheri_technology14_learning3_being5_intelligence5
I think those who program must learn how to think like a machine. Fx it is important that when we pro-
gram we don’t use too much memory or too much time, so we have to learn how the machine thinks in 
order to program.

Jaccheri_communication2_connection3_network1_complex2_information6_object1_technology15
Each programming language has some special keyword to say send this info on that port or listen to infor-
mation from another port. What has happened in the last years, there has been something called IOT - the 
internet of things. There are machines everywhere in small things, and each machine is programmed to 
listen and respond, so it has become a very complex network of machines that send messages to each other.

Jaccheri_network2_change5_technology16
What is difficult is to make this network of many machines to do something positive. So how to coordinate 
all these pieces of information that come from the small machines.

Jaccheri_technology17_learning4_question2_information7
Where are all these algorithms that have been produced? Why do we not make an effort to understand 
what has been produced, so we can build on top of what exists?

Jaccheri_energy3_technology18_question3
This blockchain... What do I want to know? First of all how it was possible to start such a big activity that 
is consuming so much energy. It’s really science fiction to understand.

Jaccheri_question4_technology19_change6
How we can change and try to use this technology for something that is positive?
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